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HERE is no single item
which has been so much in
the minds of the agricultural
community in recent years
as the price of wool. Both
the colossal return to wool-

growers in 1950-51 and the wild
fluctuations in price have focussed
attention on this aspect of our ,agri-
cultural industry. Most people would
agree that the industry would be a
great deal better off if prices were
more stable. This bulletin examines
the wool situation with the object
of making some progress towards
achieving greater stability in financial
returns to sheep farmers.

* OVERSEAS MARKETS,

One of the greatest difficulties in
making progress towards ,controlling
and stabilising prices is that wool is
a world commodity. The following
table shows the destination of wool
exported from New Zealand in recent
years.

EXPORTS OF WOOL

Destination

Commonwealth-
United Kingdom  
Australia  
Canada  
India  
South Africa  

Total
Commonwealth

Local consumption of wool is small
and has averaged only about 3 to 4
per cent of the total clip in post-
war years. Apart from certain
classes of wool the local demand has
only a relatively small influence in
the overall marketing situation.

WOOL PRICES

A study of 'wool prices since the
war shows that there has been a
great deal of fluctuation over the
years. (See accompanying graph No.
1). When it is realised that only
a portion of farmers' charges such.
as commission, and to a certain ex-
tent shearing charges, vary with
prices, it is clear that wool-price
changes mean much wider variations
in net retuLas to farmers. Through
the slipe wool, alterations in prices
also induce pronounced changes in
lamb, ewe, and wether schedules and
these in turn affect store-sheep
markets. This brings wool-market
alterations home to fat-lamb breeders

1947-48 1948-49 1949-50 1950-51+
(bales) (bales) (bales) (bales)

710,121 628,180 635,670 263,013
32,050 18,656 16,748 7,536
43,706 45,829 37,287 15,214
4,275 10,025 7,207 3,624

98 1,913 834 2,083

790,250 704,603 697,746 291,470

Foreign-
Belgium     33,264 35,838 41,031 19,236
Denmark   11,115 9,446 10,482 3,517
France     193,858 248,322 121,308 57,262
Germany     45,624 63,473 86,634 31,175
Netherlands   43,414 24,045 49,016 7,733
Russia   75,115 67,267 22,828 7,896
U.S.A.   66,417 70,897 128,838 79,713
Other   39,633 104,698 85,989 57,984

Total     1,296,480 1,328,589 1,243,872 556,456

Years are July-June except for 1950-51 which
+ Incomplete due to shipping strike.
* Source: Dalgety's Wool Review and N.Z. Year

is July-April.
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and store-sheep farmers by way of
returns from sheep sales.
The effect of changes in price on

farmers' net incomes can be most
pronounced. For instance supposing
farmers' costs were equivalent to an
average of 6d a lb in the 1930-36
period, prices averaged about 7d,
giving farmers a net return equivalent
to about a id a lb. In 1937 the
average price of wool jumped up to
about 15d a lb and farmers' costs
would not have risen very much in
that year. Farmers on this basis
would have ,a return of from six
to eight times what they had aver-
aged previously. Something of this
kind did happen as any car salesman
of the 1937 era would tell you-
more new cars were sold after the
wool sales in one day than in any
previous three months. The example
above merely illustrates the principle
involved and bears no relation to
the actual facts-many farmers made
net losses in the period in question.

CORRECTIVE MEASURES

Many attempts have been made to
raise prices of primary products by
means of market control but so far
there have been no sustained suc-
cesses when the commodity was an
article in world trade, such as wool.
This is not to say that a measure
of price control .could not be
achieved by a marketing organisa-
tion for wool, but such a body would
need to be vast in concept, and
clever in its anticipation of general
economic trends. Failing a world
marketing organisation amongst
wool producers progress .could pos-
sibly be achieved' by a New Zealand
marketing body. At present we have
the N.Z. Wool Commision operating
in the field with funds of £26 m.
obtained from the Government, partly
from profits from the operations of

the "JO." and partly from previous
levies made on wool-growers. The
Wool Commission is committed to
give returns to wool-growers equiv-
alent to the reserve price set for
the year. This they can do either
by means ,of a direct subsidy to
farmers or by actual purchase, stor-
age, and later sale .of the 'wool con-
cerned. Where they choose to pay
a subsidy they are not directly in-
fluencing the market. To what 'ex-
tent they are prepared to purchase'
in a time of low prices remains to
be seen, but unless their operations
were on a grand scale it seems
hardly likely that they, acting alone,
could greatly influence prices in the
world market for wool. Pursuance
of this policy in a severe depression
might find the N.Z. Wool Commission
loaded up with wool, out of funds,
and the price still keeping low.
There is some argument for help-

ing farmers to keep their own wool
off the market in a depression. The
subsidy system encourages them to
push it on to the market to get a,
subsidy. If farmers received an ad-
vance payment in cash with a re-
quest to hold their wool, the results
might be effective. Some farmers
held their wool in the last depression
with considerable eventual financial
gain to themselves. This sort of
thing would save a marketing organ-
isation becoming involved in storage
worries or in 'what must be con-
siderable, financial difficulties with
large volumes of wool on hand and
with prices still depressed.
Such a scheme should have two

objective's:
(1) The improvement of the market

in periods of very low prices by
keeping wool in the farmers' wool
sheds. This could be achieved by
paying wool cheques from the funds
of the Wool Commission to farmers



who would agree to the terms of a
store warrant. The wool prices on
which the• cheques would be based
would be at say 66 2/3rds per cent of
the Wool Commission's valuation for
that class of wool. The store warrant
would be an agreement by co-operat-
ing farmers to hold their wool in
their own sheds and insure it against
fire. The advance by the Board
would be a first charge against the
wool when sold. Under this system
it would be to the advantage of both
farmers and the Board to hold wool
off the market until prices improved.
(2) The second aim of the Board

should be to equalise returns to
farmers as far as possible by the
institution of a permanent system of
"freezing" and release of a portion
of wool returns. The scheme now
.operating was introduced to meet
a specially high price and must be
considered a great success. The pro-
posed Board should introduce the
system permanently with a consid-
siderable stabilising effect on the
annual income of wool producers.
The Board would determine the
year's percentage of either levy or
pay-out according to the wool price
and market outlook. Individual ac-
counts would be continued and so
farmers' confidence maintained.
The only moneys available for such

a scheme are the Wool Commission's
funds (approx. £26 m.) plus any

levies. It would be un-
desirable to make any call on public
funds or on Reserve Bank assist-
ance for such a purpose.

Failing some sort of control of
this kind, all farmers can do is to
adjust ,expenditure so that expenses
are higher in periods of high wool
prices and lower in periods of low
wool prices thus equalising out, as
far as possible, the net return actu-

ally earned. Such items as repairs
and maintenance, the breaking in of
rough country, major fence repair 
and the purchase of new plant al-
lowing the big write off of deprecia-
tion in the first year, can be carried
out in years of higher wool prices.
Expenses can be cut to the bare es-
sentials of efficient :arm manage-
ment in the periods of lower wool
prices. Even allowing this sort of
wise management, if history repeats
itself there will be wide variations
in net returns unless there is a
proper marketing scheme.

CHANGES IN WOOL PRICES
SINCE THE WAR

Wool prices since the war are
represented in graph 2 by an assess-
ment for medium crossbred and
medium half-bred ,fleece wool from
the official report of the Christchurch
sales over the six selling seasons
1946-7 to 1951-2 inclusive. Even if
the phenomenal first and second
sales of the 1950-51 season be dis-
regarded there have been consider-
able changes in price during these
years. These changes are much
smaller if the 1950-51 season is dis-
counted and if due regard is paid to
the general inflation and the falling
purchasing power of the L.

THE WOOL OUTLOOK

In view of what happened between
1949-50 and 1950-51 no one would
have the temerity to suggest he
knew what was going to happen to
the wool market. But for farm man-
agement work in general, and fore-
cast budget work in particular, a,
prediction is made here. The fol-
lowing prices for next season are
suggested after taking due account
of the post-war strength of the
market and the last series of sales.



Budget Estimate for Wool Prices
for Season 1952-53

The following estimate has been made:-

Fleece
per lb

Necks
per lb

Pieces
per lb

Bellies
per lb

Merino Average 38-43d 35-38d 33-35d 26-28d
Extra fine half-bred 41-46d
Fine half-bred 36-38d 30-33d 28-30d 22-25d
Medium half-bred 30-33d
Half-bred 28-30d 26-28d 25-28d 21-24d
Extra fine cross-bred PI 26-29d
Fine cross-bred 24-28d 23-25d 23-24d 20-23d
Medium cross-bred ff 24-26d
Strong cross-bred 20-24d 16-20d 16-18d 15-18d

Henderson and McMahon (N.Z. J.
Sc. Tech. Vol. 29 p. 31) give the
following figures for the relative pro-
portions of the elements in a normal
clip:

Fleece wool   75%

First pieces     11%
Bellies  

Necks   2.5%

Second pieces and stains 2.5%

Locks

Using this basis and our estimated
1952-53 prices for fleece and oddments
it is easy to calculate the estimated
return per lb for the main wool
types. These are as follows:-

Average Merino 35.7d per lb

Medium half-bred 28.6d per lb

Medium crass-bred 22.2d per lb

ROMNEY v. CORRIEDALE OR
HALF-BRED

There is no doubt that you must
breed the right class of sheep for your
country. No one would think of put-
ting Corriedales on Southland or on
the Ma,nawatu flats or of putting
Romneys on the tussock hills of
North Canterbury, or the light-plains

land at Bankside. But there are
places such as the drier clay-downs
areas in Canterbury where the choice
of breed can be in doutbt. In wetter
seasons preference may be given to
a Romney type but in the drier years
shortages of summer feed may cause
a wish for a fine-woolled sheep which
can thrive an a smaller ration of pas-
ture. It should be remembered in
making a decision that over the last
six years medium half-bred wool has
averaged 30 per cent to 40 per cent
more per pound than medium cross-
bred. Up to a point this is dis-
counted by fairly general tendency
amongst some strains of fine-woolled
sheep to clip less than the Romney
but under normal .conditions in the
drier areas more fine-woolled ewes
can be carried on a given feed supply
than the coarse-woolled ewes of the
Romney type. There is a great need
for a proper trial laid out on the
real problem country and not on
what is clearly "Romney" or clearly
"Corriedale" country. No doubt
farmers will continue to decide the
breed to be carried on the basis of
personal preference but it is our
opinion that they should pay due
regard to the wool-price differential.

Summary
This bulletin has pointed out the

fact that wool is a commodity in

the world market and that there have
been great price fluctuations since
1915. Price fluctuations mean much
wider fluctuations in farmers' net
incomes and there is a great need for
stabilisation here. There is a strong
case for a form of marketing control
which retains the farmers' confidence
by the establishment and mainten-

ance of individual accounts and takes
no direct action in the actual selling
process. A conservative interpretation
of the present situation is provided
for budgeting purposes. Where coun-
try is intermediate between typical
Romney or 'Corriedale areas due con-
sideration should be given to the
marked price differential in favour
of fine wool.

ELLESMERE GUARDIAN PRINT


